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Abstract: One of the main problems of predicting stock price with regression
approach is overfitting a model. An overfit model becomes tailored to fit the
random noise in the dataset rather than reflecting the overall population. For
this it is necessary to construct an integrated regression-classification model
to approximate the true model for the entire population in the dataset. The
proposed model integrates Multiple Linear Regression algorithm and One
Rule (OneR) classification algorithm. Initially the prediction was treated with
regression approach where the outputs were in numerical values. After that a
classification model was used to interpret the regression outputs and then
classified the outcomes into Profit and Loss class labels. The test results were
compared to those obtained with standard classification algorithms which
included OneR, Zero Rule (ZeroR), Decision Tree and REP Tree. The results
showed that the regression-classification model were significantly more
successful than the standard classification algorithms.
Keywords: Stock Price Prediction, Regression, Classification

Introduction
Stock price is an important vigilant factor in financial
market since it changes with time in the financial domain of
the market economy. When people invest, their investment
values might rise or fall because of market conditions. Risk
lies at the core of security investments. Low levels of risk
are associated with low potential returns and vice versa
(Wang and Wang, 2016a). The balance between the desire
for the lowest possible risk and the highest possible return is
the tradeoff of risk and return (Liu and Ren, 2015). Due to
the complexity of the stock market, traditional statistical
models for time series forecasting is restricted (Cai et al.,
2012). Fluctuation in time series leads to a lot of noises due
to the nonlinear, non-stationary, selective and dynamic
nature of the approach (Wang and Wang, 2016b).
Investors make decisions based on available data by
considering the data which have impacts on the financial
instruments (Shynkevich et al., 2015). The issues related
to up and down price fluctuation in the stock market is
defined as a binary classification problem (Sirohi et al.,
2014). In econometric analysis, forecasting of stock price
has been one of the most active and important research
topics. ARIMA model is one of the emerging fields of
research in stock price prediction (Ariyo et al., 2014).
The defined model needs to overcome the difficulties in
financial forecasting due to complexity in the stock

market. A model can maximize the benefits of many
machine learning algorithms by incorporating different
machine learning techniques to form a hybrid model
(Liang et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2012; Wei, 2013). There
are many ways to maximize returns and minimize risk so
that the risk is worthwhile to the investors. The need of
investors for various forecasting methods leads
researchers to develop new predictive models (Ma,
2013). Effective prediction of stock price uses data
mining and machine learning techniques to solve critical
issues in stock value prediction.
To overcome difficulties in prediction of stock value,
financial analysts and researchers have explored various
data mining forecasting models. Some researchers
developed time series model using financial theories
whereas some developed time series based on
characteristics of the collected data. The traditional
approaches developed for predictions of stock price are
moving average, exponential smoothing, statistical
methods and linear regression method (Luo et al., 2012).
Markov model and ARMA model were developed for
forecasting of stock prices (Shi et al., 2012). The timevarying and nonlinear characteristics of the market
enable existing traditional approaches to reveal internal
pattern of the stock market (Xiao et al., 2013). To overcome
drawback in traditional approaches, Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) and Artificial Intelligent (AI) techniques
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were enhanced with the use of Radial Basis Function (RBF)
(Shi and Liu, 2014) and Support Vector Machine (SVM)
(Gong et al., 2016) for stock price prediction and improved
forecasting performance (Zhang et al., 2012). Over the
years, machine learning algorithms such as Neural
Network (NN) and Genetic Algorithms were framed for
financial assets prediction (Yang et al., 2012). Researchers
have exhibited their interest on selecting appropriate
Kernal for various data sets which is also known as
Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL) (Wang et al., 2014).
ANN is usually preferred as the stock price prediction
tool compared with other methods (Mingyue et al.,
2016). Those stated approaches do not always work
effectively for predictions since they are subjected to
external impacts and uncertainties due to unknown
factors. The existing approaches still face difficulties
on forecasting movements in the stock market trends
(Li et al., 2015), hence it is challenging to develop a
model for forecasting stock market values of firms.
Machine learning techniques are commonly used as
predictive analytics in many financial applications.
Regression and classification are both related to
prediction, where regression predicts a continuous value
and classification predicts a discrete value. The proposed
model incorporates both Multiple Linear Regression and
OneR algorithms. The Multiple Linear Regression
approach is for modeling the linear relationship between
the stock prices and the financial ratios which include
debt to equity, asset turnover, cash flow and return on
equity. Stock price trend is a dependent variable and
financial ratios are the explanatory variables or
independent variables. The Multiple Linear Regression
approach produces the predicted stock prices in large
range of number. The content of the numbers is then
used as the content for the new dataset in the
classification model. For the classification dataset, the
independent variable’s records consist of the predicted
stock prices from the Multiple Linear Regression
model, whereas the dependent variable’s records
consist of records from the original dataset’s dependent
variable. The learned OneR classification algorithm
classifies the stock prices as Profit class or Loss class
by performing a split of the values within the
independent variable records relative to the values of
the dependent variable records in the transformed
dataset. The opposing sides of the split points
determine the predicted values of either Profit class or
Loss class. The combined approach of regression and
classification produces the optimal results.

are in nominal format. Initially the regressionclassification model considers the prediction as a
regression problem by using the regression algorithm. In
order to apply the regression algorithm, the data type of
the class variable must be converted into numeric format
since the predicted stock values for regression are
numerical numbers. This conversion results in dataset 2
which is in regression form. The records in dataset 2 are
partitioned as training and testing data. The regression
classifier learns from the training data to formulate the
regression rules. Then the regression rules use the testing
data for stock value prediction.
After the regression process, the model considers the
prediction as a classification problem by using the OneR
algorithm. The role of OneR is to classify the stock
values into either Profit class or Loss class. In order to
apply the OneR algorithm, the data type of the class
variable must be converted back into nominal format
since the predicted output for OneR classification is in
nominal values. One of the nominal values denotes
Profit class and the other nominal value denotes Loss
class. This conversion results in dataset 3 which is in
classification form. Dataset 3 contains only one
independent variable with one dependent class variable.
The independent variable contains the predicted stock
values from the regression rules. The class variable
contains the values derived from the class variable of
dataset 1. Data are partitioned as training and testing data
in dataset 3. The OneR classifier learns from the training
data to formulate the OneR rules. Then the OneR rules
use the testing data for stock value classification. The
problem of overfitting still exists when OneR categorizes
too many ranges of data as Profit class or Loss class. The
value of the Minimum Bucket Size parameter for OneR
is configured to produce only two ranges of data where
one range is classified as Profit class and the other range
is classified as Loss class.

Linear Regression Classifier
Linear regression technique is used to evaluate the
uncertain data point and determines the best straight line
passing through that point (Köeppen et al., 2014).
Regression technique offers a relationship between
quantitative and explanatory variable for analysis
method (Zhou et al., 2016). Due to the simplicity of the
process, regression technique is commonly used for
analyzing larger amount of data (Ding et al., 2015). The
equation for Multiple Linear Regression, given n
observations, is written as (Shin et al., 2015):

Methodology
y = b0 + b1 x1 + b2 x2 + ... + bn xn + ∈

The process flow of the proposed approach is
illustrated as flow chart in Fig. 1. The model starts with
the collection of the stock market data for this research
and corresponding classification features are described.
Dataset 1 is in classification form where the class values

(1)

where, b 0, b 1,..., b n, which are called the regression
coefficients, are unknown constants to be determined
from the data (Xie et al., 2016).
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Fig. 1. Regression-classification model flowchart
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In vectorial notation, the Multiple Linear Regression
can be expressed as (Shin et al., 2015):
Y = Xβ+∈

Results
The proposed research is to predict stock price
trend using integrated regression-classification
techniques. The dataset input attributes considered in
this research are made up of financial ratios and a
class variable. All the attributes are numeric data type
except for the price trend class variable which is of
nominal data type. Dataset 1 is structured in
classification form as shown in Table. 2.
The financial ratios in dataset 1 are based on a
fundamental analysis where the first parameter
considered in the prediction is debt equity. Debt equity
ratio is equal to total liabilities divided by shareholders'
equity. It measures how much financial leverage a
company is using to finance its assets. Typically high
exposure to debt is often associated with high level of
risk. The second parameter is asset turnover which is a
ration of total sales during a year to its average total
assets for the same year. It measures the total sales for
every dollar of assets a company owns since it indicates
how efficiently a company is using its assets to promote
sales. Cash flow ratio is the third attribute parameter
which illustrates the net amount of cash and cashequivalents moving into and out of business. It is a
measure of a company's financial health in terms of
liquidity which are crucial for a business' continued
operation. The forth parameter is return on equity ratio
which is calculated by dividing net income of business
for the period by the stockholders' equity during the
same period. It indicates how much profit a company
earned relative to the amount of shareholder equity. The
price trend is the prediction based on the relationship
between the dependable variable and the independent
variables. Dataset 1 contains the original pre-processed
data in classification form as illustrated in Fig. 1.

(2)

In this equation, ‘X’ and ‘Y’ are two variables which
are related to the parameters ‘β’ and ‘∈’, ‘β’ is the
unknown parameter and ‘∈’ is the error term. A common
term for any parameter estimate used in an equation for
predicting Y from X is coefficient.
Linear regression focuses on the conditional
probability distribution of Y given X. The structural
model implies that for each value of X the population
mean of Y can be calculated using the simple linear
expression Xβ + ∈. The precise calculation cannot be
made due to the fact that the two parameters are
unknown factors. In practice, we make estimates of the
parameters and substitute the estimates into the equation.

OneR Classifier
OneR which stands for One Rule is a classification
algorithm used to generate a one-level decision tree.
OneR is developed by Robert C. Holte. OneR produces a
one-rule rule based on the value of a single attribute. The
classification algorithm generates one rule for each
attribute in the data and then selects the rule with the
smallest error rate as its rule. To generate a rule for the
obtained data, a frequency table is created for the
obtained values based on the input values. The pseudo
code of OneR algorithm (Buddhinath and Derry, 2006)
is illustrated in Table 1.
OneR classifier rule is generated using a frequency
table where it contains three columns. The first
column of the table contains attributes related to the
research and corresponding tally values will be
included in column two. The third column contains
frequency value assigned for individual attributes in
the research. For individual input attribute in the
initial step, the number of occurrence of each attribute
needs to be evaluated as stated in Table 1. In the next
step,
frequency
attribute
occurrence
and
corresponding rule are assigned for each individual
attribute in the research. In the final step, error rate
for the individual attribute will be calculated and
finally, attribute with minimum error rate is
considered as a rule for the particular attributes.

Dataset Conversion Using Unsupervised Attribute
Filters
The regression model predicts the values of stock
prices based on the financial ratios. The predicted output
from the regression model contains decimal numbers
which are in real data type. In order to execute the
regression model, the dependent class variable named
Price_Trend must be converted into numeric type from
the nominal data type. The conversion is done through
data preprocessing tool’s unsupervised attribute filters.
The steps adopted for conversion of nominal data into
numeric data format is illustrated as follows:

Table 1. OneR pseUdo code
For each attribute,
For each value of that attribute, make a rule as follows:
Count how often each class appears
Find the most frequent class
Make the rule assign that class to this attribute value.
Calculate the error rate of the rules
Choose the rules with the smallest error rate

Steps:
•
•
•
•
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Table 2. Dataset 1
Attribute
Debt_Equity
Asset_Turnover
Cash_Flow
Return_On_Equity
Price_Trend

Data type
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Nominal {Profit, Loss}

Table 3. Dataset 2
Attribute
Debt_Equity
Asset_Turnover
Cash_Flow
Return_On_Equity
Price_Trend

Data type
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric
Numeric

Table 4. Dataset 3
Attribute
Classification
Price_Trend

•
•
•
•
•

Multiple Linear Regression Model
A Multiple Linear Regression rule is formulated by
computing the linear relationship between the dependent
variable and the independent variables. The Multiple
Linear Regression model is expressed as follows:
class =
0.2526 * Debt _ Equity +

Data type
Numeric
Nominal {Profit, Loss}

0.3593 * Asset _ Turnover +
0.3362 * Cash _ Flow +

Table 3 shows the converted data type from dataset 1
to dataset 2.

Dataset Transformation
Attribute Filters

Using

(3)

0.2585 * Return _ On _ Equity +
0.013

Unsupervised
The equation of ‘(3)’ takes the Multiple Linear
Regression form from ‘(1)’ as shown below:

Using dataset 2, the regression algorithm predicts the
stock prices in large range of value. In order to classify
the predicted stock prices into Profit class or Loss class,
the dataset is transformed into dataset 3 which has a
single independent variable that contains the predicted
stock prices. The independent variable is named
‘Classification’ in dataset 3. Dataset 3’s dependent
variable which is named ‘Price_Trend’ contains the
original class values from dataset 1. The transformed
dataset is in classification form that can be validated with
dataset 1 which is also in classification form. Figure 1
illustrates the transformed dataset as dataset 3. Table 4
illustrates the structure of dataset 3.
OneR classifier is used as the classification model on
dataset 3. The transformation into dataset 3 is done
through preprocessing tool’s supervised attribute filters.
The steps are illustrated as follows:

y = b0 + b1 x1 + b2 x2 + ... + bn xn + ∈

The ‘class’ denotes y. The value of b0 is zero and the
value of ∈ is 0.013. The four independent variables have
positive correlation relationships with the class variable;
their correlations range from +0.2526 to +0.3593.
Among the independent variables, Debt_Equity has the
lowest correlation and Asset_Turnover has the highest
correlation with the class variable.

OneR Model
The OneR rule is described in Fig. 2. The rule was
configured to contain only one split point by setting the
Minimum Bucket Size parameter’s value to 20.
The split point’s value lies at 0.4482274968036301.
The ‘0’ denotes predicted label of Loss class for all the
continuous values that fall below 0.4482274968036301.
The ‘1’ denotes predicted label of Profit class for all the
continuous values that are equal or greater than
0.4482274968036301.

Steps:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Select classifier OneR to predict class values
Evaluate OneR model for overfitting
Change Minimum Bucket Size parameter’s value to
overcome the overfitting problem
Continue changing Minimum Bucket Size parameter’s
value until a single split point is achieved
Evaluate and confirm the performance of OneR
model

Preprocess: Supervised attribute filters
Add a classification attribute
Choose classifier as Linear Regression
Set output classification from Linear Regression
Preprocess: Unsupervised attribute filters
Convert attribute from numeric to nominal type
Apply to Price_Trend attribute
Set Price_Trend attribute to be a class attribute
Remove and substitute Debt_Equity, Asset_
Turnover, Cash_Flow and Return_On_Equity
attributes with Classification attribute

Regression Predictor Output
The regression classifier used for the proposed
regression-classification model is evaluated for
performance by comparing the regression algorithms.
Table 5 shows the results obtained using only the
regression type classifiers which include Multiple Linear
Regression, SMO Regression, RBF Network, Simple
Linear Regression and Isotonic Regression.
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Table 5. Prediction results for regression classifiers
Regression classifier
Correlation coefficient
Multiple Linear Regression
0.7842
SMO Regression
0.6209
RBF Network
0.5732
SimpleLinearRegression
0.5679
Isotonic Regression
0.5679

Mean absolute error
0.2340
0.1944
0.3204
0.2902
0.2902

Root mean square error
0.2980
0.4310
0.3937
0.3964
0.3964

Table 6. Prediction results for classification classifiers
Classification classifier
Accuracy
Multiple Linear Regression-OneR
85.0746
OneR
71.6418
ZeroR
64.1791
J48 Decision Tree
82.0896
REP Tree
76.1194

Mean absolute error
0.1493
0.2836
0.4619
0.2121
0.2764

Root mean square error
0.3863
0.5325
0.4805
0.3796
0.4207

Cov ( x, y ) = ∑

( xn − xu ) ( yn − yu )
N

This calculation shows the direction of the
relationship as well as its relative strength between the
stock price and the financial ratio. If stock price variable
increases and the other financial variable tend to also
increase, the covariance would be positive. If stock price
variable goes up and the other financial variable tends to
go down, then the covariance would be negative.
The correlation calculation is used to standardize the
covariance in order to better interpret and use it in
forecasting (Nguyen, 2016). The equation of correlation
coefficient can be expressed as:

Fig. 2. OneR model

The Multiple Linear Regression classifier has the
highest correlation coefficient of 0.7842, mean
absolute error rate of 0.2340 and root mean square
error rate of 0.2980. The results show that overall the
Multiple Linear Regression classifier outperforms the
other regression classifiers.
The proposed algorithm with classification outcome
is evaluated for performance by comparing with other
classification algorithms. Table 6 shows that the
Multiple Linear Regression-OneR model has the
highest accuracy rate of 85.0746, low mean absolute
error rate of 0.1493 and root mean square error rate of
0.3863. The results demonstrate that the integrated
model outperforms the other classification classifiers.

Correlation = ρ xy =

Covxy
sx s y

The correlation calculation takes the covariance and
divides it by the product of the standard deviation of
the stock price variable and each financial ratio
variable. The correlation has a value between -1 and
+1. A correlation of +1 can be interpreted as both stock
price variable and financial ratio variable move
perfectly positively with each other and a -1 implies
that they are perfectly negatively correlated. The
regression model shows that the stock price variable
and the financial ratio variables are all positively
correlated with values in the range of 0.2526 to 0.3593
as shown in the equation of ‘(3)’.
The data of the predicted outcome of the regression
model are made up of continuous values. The process of
the regression model is followed by a classification
model. The task of the classification model is to classify
the continuous values into given set of categories which
are Profit or Loss. The classification model uses OneR
classifier to perform a split on the continuous values
to determine the Profit class and Loss class categories.
As there is only one transformed independent attribute in

Discussion
The study shows that better result can be achieved
by combining the strengths of different types of
algorithms. The integrated approach taps into the
benefits of Multiple Linear Regression technique and
One Rule classification technique. In the regression
model, the dependent variable contains the predicted
stock prices and the outcomes depend on the values of
the independent variables which are the financial
ratios that include debt equity, asset turnover, cash
flow and return on equity. The formula to calculate
the relationship between the stock price and each
financial ratio is called covariance calculation and
corresponding equation are stated below:
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dataset 3, OneR’s ‘one rule’ fits the classification model on
dataset 3. There were too many split points when the values
of Minimum Bucket Size’s parameter were set below 20.
There is only one split point at 0.4482274968036301 when
the Minimum Bucket Size parameter’s value is set to 20
and this produces the required result in a 2-class scenario on
Profit or Loss. A higher value of bucket size has obtained
rules that are not overfitting.
Table 5 presents the stage 1 results obtained using the
regression classifiers which predict the class values
based on the independent variables’ values. The class
values are the forecasted stock prices. The Multiple
Linear Regression classifier obtained the highest
correlation coefficient with a low mean absolute error
and the lowest root mean square error.
The values of the predicted stock prices from the
Multiple Linear Regression classifier were used in a new
dataset in stage 2. The new dataset was transformed into
classification form to suit the classification classifiers.
Table 6 shows the results for classification classifiers
which predict discrete variable in nominal values.
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